Abstract-Channel-state-information (CSI) feedback methods are considered, especially for massive or very large-scale multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems. To extract essential information from the CSI without redundancy that arises from the highly correlated antennas, a receiver transforms (sparsifies) a correlated CSI vector to an uncorrelated sparse CSI vector by using a Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) matrix that consists of the eigen vectors of covariance matrix (CM) of CSI vector and feeds back the essential components of the sparse CSI, i.e., a principal component analysis method. A transmitter then recovers the original CSI through the inverse transformation of the feedback vector. Herein, to obtain the CM at transceiver, we derive analytically the CM of spatially correlated Rayleigh fading channels based on its statistics including transmit antennas' and receive antennas' correlation matrices, channel variance, and channel delay profile. With the knowledge of the channel statistics, the transceiver can readily obtain the CM and KLT matrix. Compression feedback error and bit-error-rate performance of the proposed method are analyzed. Numerical results verify that the proposed method is promising, which reduces significantly the feedback overhead of the massive-MIMO systems with marginal performance degradation from full-CSI feedback (e.g., feedback amount reduction by 80%, i.e., 1 5 of original CSI, with spectral efficiency reduction by only 2%). Furthermore, we show numerically that, for a given limited feedback amount, we can find the optimal number of transmit antennas to achieve the largest spectral efficiency, which is a new design framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
In communications, channel state information (CSI) can be used at a transmitter (Tx) to improve a quality-of-service (QoS). The CSI at the Tx (CSIT) enables a preprocessing at the Tx to overcome a poor channel condition incurring severe performance degradation. Especially, preprocessing techniques using multiple transmit antennas, such as a single user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) beamforming and a multiuser (MU) MIMO precoding (see [2] - [7] and references therein), are typical, promising methods for high-QoS communications systems.
The CSIT can be typically realized either by uplink (from receiver (Rx) to Tx) channel estimation at a Tx in timedivision duplex (TDD) systems, e.g., implicit feedback in IEEE 802.11n [8] , or by CSI feedback from an Rx to a Tx in frequency-division duplex (FDD) systems, e.g., explicit feedback in 802.11ac [9] . Phase calibration improves the Part of this work has been published in Proceedings of the IEEE Globecom 2014, Austin, TX, USA, December 2014 [1] .
The authors are with the Institute for Infocomm Research (I 2 R), A ⋆ STAR, Singapore 138632 (e-mail: {jgjoung, ekurniawan, sunsm}@i2r.a-star.edu.sg) reciprocity between uplink and downlink (from Tx to Rx) TDD channels, so that the Tx can obtain the downlink CSI from the uplink CSI estimates [10] . On the other hand, channel feedback of FDD systems has a fundamental issue on the channel feedback overhead against the limited uplink channel capacity. Especially, when the number of antennas is very large, possibly a few tens or hundreds of antennas [11] , [12] , i.e., a massive or very large-scale MIMO, the channel feedback overhead issue becomes more severe and it renders the closed-loop feedback approach impractical. Hence, network throughput improvement cannot be guaranteed due to the uplink overhead even if the downlink throughput is improved [13] .
For a conventional MIMO system with usually less than 10 antennas, reduced feedback information has been rigorously studied, such as a codebook (see [14] and references therein), channel distribution [15] , partial CSI [16] , and implicit CSI (e.g., rank, precoding matrix, and channel quality indicators) in [7] . However, it is difficult to directly apply the schemes to a massive MIMO system. For example, the codebook in general requires high computational complexity, even for the case of eight transmit antennas [17] . The high complexity design issue also persist in a random vector quantization (RVQ) approach for the codebook generation. Hence, a reduced size of codebook can be considered for the systems. However, due to the very large dimension of the massive MIMO channels, this approach will degrade the communication performance severely [18] , and the optimal finite-size codebook design for the very large dimension arises as a new issue. Another issue related to method is the scalability for an MU massive MIMO scenario. The massive MIMO may not embrace the optimality loss of direct design of MU-MIMO codebook from single-user MIMO codebook, e.g., the 3rd generation partnership project long-term evolution Release-8 MU-MIMO codebook to reduce the channel feedback amount, we may consider distributing the many antennas and feeding back only the local CSI for strong channels instead of the global CSI including weak channels [19] . As a directly possible way for collocated massive MIMO systems, CSI (or equivalent antennas) grouping is proposed [20] , [21] . As demonstrated in [21] , correlation due to the many collocated antennas within the limited space of massive MIMO Tx and Rx imposes redundancy on CSI information and it makes possible that the amount of feedback can be significantly reduced by grouping the highly correlated CSIs, although the best grouping pattern and the total number of groups are yet to be analyzed further [20] .
In this work, we consider compressive channel feedback using a sparse principal component analysis (PCA) technique, and propose a sparse channel feedback (SCF) method based on the PCA for massive MIMO systems. The PCA is a well established tool for various applications, such as genetics, chemistry, meteorology, image processing, machine learning, and data mining, to reduce high dimensional data to a smaller dimension by also exploiting the correlation in the data. Precisely, the PCA extracts M principal components that are uncorrelated from N correlated components (N ≫ M ) by using signal transformation [22] , [23] , i.e., a dimensionality reduction of a set with correlated components. For the transformation, the PCA employs optimal transformation using a Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) matrix that consists of eigen vectors of a CSI covariance matrix such that the original CSI can be compressed efficiently with no correlation 1 [24] - [27] . The Tx can recover the original CSI by inverse-transforming the sparse CSI with the KLT matrix based on a compressive sampling/sensing (CS) theory [25] , [28] , [29] . Notwithstanding the optimality of the KLT in terms of the compression, it is challenging to employ the KLT in the channel feedback due to the data/signal-dependent characteristic of the KLT matrix. Introducing alternative methods, such as an adaptive algorithm 2 [25] , [27] and an empirical method [26] , we derive a closed form expression of the covariance matrix of spatially correlated Rayleigh fading channels, which consists of transmit and receive correlation matrices, channel variance, and channel delay profile. The tractable representation of the channel covariance matrix enables the implementation of PCA-based channel feedback and provides analytical tradeoff between data compression and communication performance, i.e., a normalized mean-squared error (NMSE). Numerical results verify that the proposed SCF method can improve a compression performance, i.e., increase a compression ratio sustaining communication performance. For example, feedback amount can be reduced by 68% with no spectral efficiency loss and it can be reduced by 80%, i.e., 1/5 amount of original CSI, with spectral efficiency reduction by only 2%. Furthermore, the SCF method can have lower implementation complexity and, in practice, could be more stable and robust as compared to the instantaneous channel feedback schemes. At last, we justify that the proposed SCF method using KLT is a promising channel feedback method for the massive MIMO systems by answering for one possible question "Why do not we just reduce the number of transmit antennas and feed back the full CSI without compression?"
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, channel feedback and compressive sampling are briefly introduced. In Section III, we propose an SCF method using PCA. Section IV provides error analysis on compressive feedback. Simulation results are shown in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
Notations: a p represents p-norm of vector a; A −1 , A † , A T and A H are the inverse, pseudoinverse, transpose, and
Hermitian transpose of A, respectively; I a and 0 a,b are adimensional identity matrix and an a-by-b zero matrix, respectively.
II. CSI FEEDBACK AND COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING
We first introduce the model of channel feedback, and briefly recapitulate the basic of compressive sampling/sensing (CS) to interpret the channel feedback method from CS perspective. The interpretation of channel feedback based on CS will help us to understand the sparse-domain channels and the sparse channel feedback (SCF) mechanism, and to capture the essential part of the proposed SCF in Section III.
A. CSI Feedback
Let a channel vector be h ∈ C N ×1 that consists of spatialand-frequency domain N channel elements and is supposed to be fed back to a Tx. When we compress N samples of h to M samples, where M ≤ N , a data (information) compression ratio is defined for given N as
In this study, we consider a compressive feedback error that arises only from the compression not from estimation at an Rx and Tx. In other words, we assume that an Rx can estimate and feed back the compressed information of h perfectly, and a Tx can also obtain the compressed M feedback samples without distortion. Hence, the discrepancy between the recovered channels h at the Tx and the original channel h may exist only if γ(M ) > 1, and it is quantitatively measured by a normalized mean-squared error (NMSE) δ(M ), i.e., a compressive feedback error, defined as
We will derive δ(M ) analytically in Section IV. Larger γ(M ) and smaller δ(M ) are desired for efficient (i.e., less feedback overhead sustaining performance) and reliable (i.e., less performance degradation) communications. Typically, there is a tradeoff between the efficiency and the reliability in communications (or tradeoff between interpretability and statistical fidelity in data acquisition [23] ). In other words, if M decreases (or increases), both compression ratio γ(M ) and NMSE δ(M ) increases (or decreases). However, the tradeoff may disappear depending on the channel characteristics. For example, we can increase
T . In that case, a Tx can achieve a zero NMSE from feedback of only h for any γ. Note that the basic assumption in the example is that the Tx knows that the channel is static. The lesson from the example is that the knowledge of the channel statistics, such as correlation information in the example, can be used to reduce CSI, which inspires us to consider an SCF method based on CS.
B. Compressive Sampling/Sensing (CS)
The CS is a technique to recover N original samples (i.e., h) from its compressed M < N observation samples (i.e., y ∈ C M×1 ) [25] , [28] , [29] . To extract the effective information from h and to construct an observation vector y, a measurement matrix Φ ∈ C M×N is used as y = Φh. Now, the CS forms ℓ 1 minimization problem as
where s is the sparse representation of the original signal such that
and Ψ ∈ C N ×N is a representation matrix. Linear programming can be used to find the sparse signal s for given y, Φ, and Ψ in (2). Once s is obtained from (2) , h can be recovered as
A robust uncertainty principle in [28] states that the number of minimum required observation samples, M , for the perfect recovery of s in (2) is reduced as the s becomes more sparse. Concretely, for the perfect recovery of K-sparse s that includes K-nonzero and (N − K)-zero elements, the number of observation samples M should fulfill M ≥ cK ln N, where c > 0 a small constant. Herein, note that the sparsity K depends on the representation matrix Ψ in (3).
C. Interpretation of channel feedback from a CS Perspective
When we consider CS for channel feedback in communications, along with the recovery performance, we have to consider the feedback amount, which is an overhead in communications. Therefore, contrary to the CS in data processing, in which the original h is recovered from the observation y ∈ C M×1 , the channel feedback in communications feeds back the K-sparse signal s ∈ C K×1 to recover h because K < M , i.e.,
A feedback amount is assumed to be fixed to avoid additional overhead to inform it. Hence, regardless of the sparsity of s, the Rx feeds back M samples from s by using a selection matrix S ∈ R M×N that is a binary matrix to select the most significant feedback information from s. Each row of S selects one sparse channel. Precisely, the nth element is '1' and other elements in the row are '0's if the nth element of s is selected to be fed back. Since each element of s could be selected at most once, each column of S includes at most one '1'.
The Rx feeds back the selected sparse CSI vector s ′ to a Tx, where s ′ is written as s ′ = Ss ∈ C M×1 , and a Tx recovers the channels from s ′ based on (3) and (4) as follows:
In (5), if M ≥ K, we can design S such that S † Ss = I M s = s, where I M is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal element is either 1 or 0, and K of M non-zero diagonal elements correspond to the non-zero elements of s. As consequence, the Tx can recover h perfectly. Note that, contrary to the CS, a measurement matrix Φ and an ℓ 1 minimization are not required for channel feedback and the recovery, and that the design of Ψ and S is a critical part affecting the channel recovery performance in channel feedback.
1) Design of Ψ:
The main purpose of a representation matrix Ψ is to transform h as sparse as possible, so that K and also M can be reduced without any loss of information. To this end, the representation matrix Ψ can be designed based on the channel characteristics. For example, there are various well-known transforms, such as the discrete Fourier/sine/cosine/Hartley transform (DFT/DST/DCT/DHT) and KLT, depending on the channel characteristics. If h itself is sufficiently sparse, we can set Ψ to an identity matrix I N . If the h is quasi-static (looks like a step function),
T ] will best sparsify h, where Tz[a] generates a Toeplitz matrix with a as its first row vector. A DFT matrix can be used to capture the frequency-domain correlated channels. The DST/DCT has good energy compaction property; thus, it can achieve nearoptimal compression performance. However, DST/DCT does not perform very well if the channels are highly correlated [24] . As mentioned in Introduction, a PCA using KLT is an optimal transform that can decorrelate the channels into a representation with the most sparse, non-redundant channels. In Section III, we design the KLT matrix from channel statistics, such as spatial correlation, variance, and delay profile of h.
2) Design of S: After transforming the original channel h to s, the selection matrix S can be designed according to the sparsity characteristics of s. For example, if the sparse channels are distributed randomly over the sparse domain, S is designed to select the significant, sparse channels. In the case, along with the sparse channel values, the Rx needs to feed back the index of the selected channels, i.e., selection matrix S is a variable, which requires log 2 M−1 m=0 (N − m) additional feedback bits per dimension to inform the index of '1' of each of M rows. On the other hand, if the significant channels are typically located within a fixed sparse-domain regime, i.e., s is structured sparsity, S can be fixed to be implemented at both Tx and Rx.
III. PROPOSED SPARSE CSI FEEDBACK
Based on PCA, we have a representation matrix Ψ that consists of eigenvectors of channel covariance matrix as [22] , [23] , [30] 
where eig(A) takes U H from an eigenvalue decomposition such that A = U DU H . Here, D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of A, and U 's column vectors are the eigenvectors of A. The PCA designs a selection matrix S PCA such that it selects the M largest eigen values of Ψ. Hence, the most significant sparse channels will be selected. In a practical communications system, however, it is challenging to obtain the exact C h , which motivates us to represent the channel covariance matrix C h with respect to the tractable channel statistics of h.
To derive C h analytically, following Property 1 regarding a CSI structure is useful.
Property 1: The CSI structure of h does not affect the CSI recovery performance in an SCF scheme. In other words, a restructured CSI with an arbitrary permutation matrix P ∈ R N ×N , i.e., P h, provides the same recovery performance as the original h in an SCF scheme.
Proof: See Appendix B. Using the Property 1, without loss of generality, we structure a spatial-and-frequency domain channel vector h as follows:
where vec(A) denotes a vectorization of a m-by-n matrix A to form the mn-by-1 column vector obtained by stacking the columns of the matrix A on top of one another; N f is the number of subbands (subcarriers); h n is the spatial-domain channel vector for frequency band n that is modeled as
H(n) ∈ C Nr×Nt is the spatially correlated MIMO channel matrix of subcarrier n; N r and N t are number of receive and transmit antennas; and N = N r N t N f . The spatially correlated MIMO channel is represented by [31] 
where R r ∈ R Nr×Nr and R t ∈ R Nt×Nt are receive-and transmit-antenna correlation matrices, respectively (for a spatial correlation model of 2-dimension antenna, see Appendix A), and H iid (n) ∈ C Nr×Nt is the uncorrelated, spatial-domain MIMO channel matrix of subcarrier n. The (i, j)th elements of H iid (n) represents a channel gain consisting of the path loss and the small scale fading between transmit antenna j and receive antenna i. The channel elements are assumed to obey the complex normal distribution with a zero mean and a σ 2 h variance, i.e., CN (0, σ 2 h ), and be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
The channel structure in (7) allows us to derive the closed form of C h as shown in Property 2.
Property 2: For the channel vector h, whose structure follows (7), its covariance matrix is derived formally as
where ⊗ represents Kronecker product of two matrices;
] is a frequency-domain covariance matrix; and c 2 n is the correlation factor between the frequency domain channels H iid (1) and H iid (n). For the frequency domain channels generated by DFT of L-tap time domain channels with a delay profile d ∈ R L×1 , the correlation factor c 2 n is expressed as
Here, f r n ∈ C 1×L is the nth row vector of F L ∈ C N ×L that consists of the first L column vectors of N -point DFT matrix F ∈ C N ×N .
Proof: See Appendix C for the proof. 3) Tx: Recovery at Tx from (5) a) recover the channels as
Remark 1:
The representation matrix Ψ is fixed at both Tx and Rx and no additional eigen decomposition and feedback are required, especially, when the Rx is nomadic and thus the covariance matrix C h is static [32] . Only the M -selected sparse channels, s ′ , need to be fed back for CSI recovery at a Tx.
Remark 2: The time variation of channel statistics is caused by the movement of a Rx, hence the offline estimates may be outdated and are needed to be updated by feedback. Depending on Rx mobility, each Rx measures the channel variance delay profile and feeds back them to a Tx, so that the Tx can update Ψ. The sporadic update of the statistics can dramatically reduce the feedback information compared to the update of Ψ itself, and it alleviates the high overhead feedback and Rx complexity issues.
Remark 3: One alternative implementation of C h in (6) is an empirical cumulative moving average as C h
where t is update time [26] . By updating every T interval, feedback amount can be reduced. However, after C h is numerically evaluated at an Rx, the new KLT matrix Ψ should be updated at both Tx and Rx. Since the Rx has to compute the C h and recalculate Ψ, the computational complexity may arise as an issue at the Rx that has insufficient computing capability. Furthermore, the update of Ψ still requires channel feedback overhead.
IV. COMPRESSIVE FEEDBACK ERROR ANALYSIS
The quality of the channel recovery depends on the level of compression. The channel recovery error is expected to be more severe when the compression ratio γ(M ) is high, while it decreases as γ(M ) decreases. In practical systems, it is often necessary to give a performance guarantee to the users. In such cases, a quantitative analysis on the tradeoff between the compression ratio and the channel recovery performance is useful, since it specifies the constraint on how much compression can be tolerated for a given QoS requirement.
Following the discussion in Section II, the compressive feedback error is considered solely from the compression, and does not include the estimation and quantization errors. The NMSE in (1) is calculated using h in (7) and h in Algorithm 1. In the proposed SCF using KLT, the amount of feedback (and correspondingly the compression ratio) is determined by the number of non-zero elements in the selection matrix S. Without compression (γ(M ) = 1), the amount of feedback would be equal to N = N r N t N f (the dimension of h). In reality, due to correlation in frequency and spatial domain of the antennas, the actual number of dimension occupied by h is usually less than N . Considering that any realization of h can be expressed as h = C ½ h a where a ∼ C(0, I N ), the number of non-zero elements N ′ in a required to fully represent h is the same as the rank of C h , i.e., rank(C h ). From the fact that we can achieve δ(M ) = 0 when N ′ ≥ rank(C h ), a maximum distortion-free compression ratio denoted by γ * is derived as
The result in (8) is obtained by choosing the selection matrix S to extract components of eig(C h ) corresponding to the non-zero M = N ′ eigenvalues and by using Property 2. An interesting remark from (8) is as follows.
Remark 4:
The maximum distortion-free compression ratio γ * is the product of the individual distortion-less compression ratio at each of the domains, i.e., γ * = γ f γ t γ r where γ f , γ t , and γ r are at the frequencies, transmit antennas, and receive antennas, respectively. Therefore, the effect of low rank CMs and the corresponding magnitude of the distortion-less compression ratios will be more pronounced when the correlation is present in multiple domains due to the multiplying effect as concretely shown in (8) .
When higher compression ratio is desired, some of the components of s in (5) corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues have to be discarded as well, resulting in the recovery distortion. As described in the earlier section, following the idea of PCA, the best selection strategy is to discard the elements that correspond to the smallest eigenvalue first. Denoting the number of principle components that are kept as M < N ′ , the NMSE δ(M ) is derived as (see Appendix D)
The NMSE δ(M ) can be interpreted as the best possible distortion for a given compression ratio of γ = N/M , and it is also known as a distortion of data recovery in the CS context [28] . In other interpretation, the minimum number of principal components to be kept for a given compression ratio γ is given by M = N/γ, and the selection matrix S will contain M non-zero components. The resulting NMSE δ(M ) can then be calculated using (9) . We can also use (9) in system design when allocating the feedback bandwidth for a given QoS constraint, e.g., NMSE and bit-error-rate (BER). Now, we analyze the system performance in terms of the BER to get the answer how the choice of compression ratio γ(M ) affects the BER performance. Assuming that beamforming is used at both the spatial and frequency dimension, and using the fact that the subspace of the channel estimation error and that of the channel estimate are orthogonal to one another, we can derive an effective signal-to-noise ratio, denoted by µ, as µ = h 2 /σ 2 , where h is the reconstructed channel vector and σ 2 is the noise variance. With µ, the BER can then be derived as a convex function of µ; for example, f (µ) = 3/4Q( µ/5) + 1/2Q( 3µ/5)− 1/4Q( √ µ) for 16-QAM modulation with Gray bit mapping [33] , where
dt is a standard Q-function. By the convexity of the Q-function and invoking Jensen's inequality, the lower bound on the average BER f can then be obtained as follows (refer to the notation in Appendix D):
From (10), we can clearly see the relationship between the effect of compression ratio δ(M ) on the BER performance f . For the verification of the BER and NMSE analyses, please refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(a) . The BER (16-QAM) is evaluated for a single user using beamformingh H , when N t,h = 64, N t,v = 1, N r = 1, and N f = 64, i.e., N = 2 12 = 4096.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
With the analytical framework proposed in the earlier sections, we further verify the proposed SCF method by comparing it with other channel feedback schemes summarized in Table I. We consider OFDM system and compare basically three schemes, namely, frequency-domain channel feedback, timedomain channel feedback, and the proposed SCF using Ψ, which are denoted by FCF, TCF, and SCF, respectively, with the suffixes 'f' and 'v' for fixed and variable S, respectively. To clearly compare the performance, all comparison results are obtained for fixed σ 
A. Frequency-domain CSI Feedback (FCF)
For the sake of comparison, an identity matrix I N is employed as a representation matrix. The identity representation matrix gives us the simplest way that reduces the feedback information by feeding back the partially, directly selected information from the original channel h as follows:
where S FCF is a selection matrix. Since the original channel h is the aggregation of frequency-domain spatial channels, we call this scheme as a FCF methods. Having the knowledge of predetermined S FCF and feedback information s ′ , the Tx can obtain the estimate of the original channels as follows:
where intp(·) represents an interpolation function to recover the unselected channels in (11) . The recovery performance of FCF depends on the interpolation method, the selection matrix, and the original channel structure 3 . Designing the interpolator and selection matrix is out of the scope of this work. For the channel structure, we consider another structure defined as
which is similar to the bundled channel structure in [34] . In simulation, we fix the selection matrix of FCF by S FCF that selects the channels located in equidistance of frequency domain axis to feed back. For the interpolation, we employ a spline interpolation method [35] . As mentioned, since an optimal selection matrix depends on the interpolation method and channel distribution, we do not consider a variable selection matrix for the FCF. Though the FCF method requires low computational complexity at the transceiver, the compression ratio γ is generally desired to be low to achieve reliable CSI recovery performance in communications.
B. Time-domain CSI Feedback (TCF)
An inverse DFT (IDFT) matrix F −1 is employed as a representation matrix. Since the Rx feeds back the IDFT of the aggregation of frequency-and-spatial domain channels, for simple denotation, we address this scheme as a TCF method.
Fixed and variable selection matrices are considered for the TCF method. The fixed selection matrix is designed to capture the most significant channels from s. In simulation, we fix the selection matrix as
to capture the most significant time-domain channels from h ′ . The variable selection matrix selects the most significant M elements in s.
Compared to the FCF method, the CSI recovery of TDF does not require interpolation, yet it requires re-transformation, i.e., DFT, to recover the CSI at the Tx, which is the same as the procedure in (5). The recovery performance depends on the selection method and the sparsity of s. Since the IDFT and DFT are already implemented in the OFDM transceiver, and thus the TCF method is natural to be considered for the channel feedback of OFDM systems.
C. Simulation Results
The number of feedback bits for real and imaginary values of each scheme is summarized at the fifth column in Table I when the data compression ratio is fixed by γ = N/M and Q-bit quantization is employed. Since the different schemes generally require different numbers of feedback bits, we define a feedback compression ratio as γ fb = Total number of feedback bits without compression Total number of feedback bits with compression and fairly compare the performances for the same γ fb . For the performance metric, we consider channel recovery performance at Tx and communications performance at Rx, namely an NMSE and a BER (16-QAM). We consider one Tx and four Rx's, i.e., an MU massive MIMO system. The Tx and each Rx have 64 and two 2-D antennas with the configuration of N t = 64 (N t,h = N t,v = 8) and N r = 2 (N r,h = 2, N r,v = 1). The Tx is located at the center of 1km-by-1km square-shaped coverage. Four Rx's are uniformly located within the coverage in each channel realization, and the corresponding large-scale fading is set into the variance σ 2 h of the uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels accordingly. The path loss model follows that −123 + 10 log 10 (l −3.76 ), where l is distance between Tx and Rx in kilometer. Channel delay follows an exponential decaying profile and the number of channel taps is seven, i.e., L = 7. Tx and Rx antenna spatial correlation factors are ρ t = 0.8 and ρ r = 0.5, respectively. All Rx's share 64 subcarriers, i.e., N f = 64, and feed back their own CSI, individually and independently. 12 bits are used for the quantization of the feedback symbols, i.e., Q = 12. The Tx supports multiple Rx's by using a zero-forcing-based MU-MIMO precoding, which can be obtained from the aggregated CSIs. System bandwidth is 10 MHz and maximum transmit power is 43 dBm and noise variance at the Rx is set to be −174 dBm / Hz.
In Figs. 2(a) and (b), the NMSE and BER (averaged over four Rx's) are shown, respectively. From the results, we see that the communication performance BER is directly affected by the CSI recovery performance, i.e., NMSE, because the MU interferences increases as the CSI uncertainty increases. We observe the agreement between the NMSE analysis in (9) and the numerical result. The channel recovery performance of FCF-f1 is very poor. This is because the variation of channel elements of h in (7) is significant, so that the interpolator cannot recover the original channels. The serious degradation of interpolation performance can be mitigated by structuring the original channels to h ′ in (13), i.e., FCF-f2. On the other hand, the performance of TCF-f1 is also very poor as the channels after IDFT of h are distributed randomly over the time domain. Hence, the fixed selection matrix S TCF does not capture the significant channels, resulting in huge loss of information. Similar to FCF, restructuring h to h ′ can improve TCF performance as shown with TCF-f2. Herein, the significant time-domain channels are located most likely at the boundary of the time domain, which are well aligned to S TCF . Further performance improvement can be achieved by selecting the channels according to their strength with allowing the additional feedback for the variable selection matrix, namely TCF-v1 and TCF-v2. From one interesting result that TCF-v1 outperforms TCF-v2, we see that the time-domain channel of h is more sparse than that of h ′ . Contrary of TCF, in which the variable selection improves the performance effectively, for the proposed SCF, additional feedback for a variable selection matrix does not improve the performance. In other words, fortunately, the sparse-domain channels are mainly located within specific range that corresponds to the fixed selection matrix S KLT . Since the channels' sparsity is high and their distribution are sufficiently captured by S KLT already, the additional feedback decreases the compression performance. Up to γ fb = 4, no compression errors arise for TCF-v1 and SCF-f and, thus, which is the same as the optimal BER with perfect CSI, i.e., a Full channel feedback. The compression performance improvement through the proposed SCF is significant. For example, to achieve 0.03 BER performance, the SCF-f can reduce the feedback information around by half compared to the TCF-v1, i.e., from γ fb = 9 to γ fb = 19. The numerical results verify that the proposed SCFf achieves always the best compression performance with the smallest NMSE and BER for given γ fb , i.e., for given feedback amount.
In Fig. 3 , we evaluate spectral efficiency (SE) degradation from a SE bound, which is obtained from Full channel feedback. The SE is defined by the sum of each user's throughput log 2 (1 + SINR). The SE reduction of each scheme is shown over feedback amount reduction, i.e., (γ fb − 1)/γ fb × 100 %. From the results, we can quantify how much the communication performance degrades due to the compression of each FB scheme. For example, TCF-v2 achieves SE that is degraded from its bound by 20% with 80% feedback amount reduction, 
Amount of feedback, bytes/user/subcarrier Spectral efficiency, bits/sec/Hz yet the proposed SCF-f can achieve near optimal performance with feedback amount reduction up to 80% (SE reduction by 2% with feedback amount reduction by 80%). As shown, the SE of the proposed SCF-f achieves the best SE regardless of the feedback amount reduction. One interesting observation is that we can still communicate with 95%-reduced CSI information, even though the SE is degraded by about 65%. Such a reduced SE could be one possible application for low-rate transmission, e.g., control signal from data collection center to distributed multiple sensors in sensor networks.
In Fig. 4 , we evaluate the SE's of the proposed SCF-f scheme for various N t = a 2 (N t,v = a and N t,h = a) over the actual amount of feedback bytes. Square marks represent SEs with full channel feedback. As we increase a feedback compression ratio γ fb , the actual amount of feedback bytes (value in x-axis) decreases, while SE (value in y-axis) is retained up to a certain level of γ fb and turn to decrease. The results verify that always the proposed SCF-f can reduce feedback amount without performance compromise. From the results, interestingly, we can observe that the maximum SE at given feedback amount is obtained not necessarily from larger number of N t . For example, if the the feedback amount is limited by 8bytes/user/subcarrier due to the uplink capacity, the best choice of N t is 25 rather than 36, 49, and 64. This particular observation provides important message to us that we have to consider the uplink capacity limitation to maximize downlink SE in the communications systems with feedback.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have considered a compression method to feed back CSI for large-scale MIMO systems. A covariance matrix of spatially correlated Rayleigh fading channels has been analytically modeled and used to sparsify the original CSI based on PCA. From intensive performance evaluation of NMSE, BER, and SE, we have justified that the proposed sparse CSI feedback method can reduce the CSI amount significantly and effectively.
APPENDIX A 2-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL CORRELATION Consider a rectangular shape of transmit antenna arrays. Suppose that the minimum distance of adjacent antennas is δ. The antenna index is allocated from top-left antenna to bottomright antenna, i.e., Zig-Zag. Similarly, we index the receive antennas. Following the antenna indices, we first construct a uncorrelated, spatial-domain MIMO channel matrix H iid (n) ∈ C Nr×Nt . The correlation is then simply characterized by correlation factors ρ t and ρ r . The factors ρ t and ρ r represent the correlation strength between the adjacent antennas separated by δ at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Using ρ t and ρ r and the fact that spatial correlation is inversely proportional to the distance δ between antennas [31] , the R r and R t of the 2-D antennas can be modeled as follows:
where T m and T Now, using the new KLT matrix, we get the new sparse channel vector s ′ = Ψ ′ h ′ . From the property of the permutation matrix that P H = P −1 , we get s ′ = (P U ) H h ′ = (P U ) H P h = U H h, and can show that the new sparse channels are uncorrelated as follows:
which implies that the same CSI recovery performance will be achieved regardless of P .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPERTY 2
Proof: Let express the spatial correlation matrices and the uncorrelated channel matrix as follows: R 
